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0. INTRODUCTION
The one dimensional version of the MordellLang conjecture [La],
proved through the work of Faltings [F1] and Raynaud [Ray], says that
if a smooth projective curve of genus g2 over a field of characteristic zero
is embedded into its Jacobian via the Abel Jacobi map and if 1 is a finitely
generated subgroup of the Jacobian, then there are only finitely many
points on the curve that have a multiple in 1. (See [F2], [Hi], [B1],
[Hr1] for variants and generalizations to higher dimensions.) One can
consider the composition f of the AbelJacobi map with a group homo-
morphism, vanishing on 1, from the Jacobian into a power of the additive
group. Then ‘‘MordellLang’’ for our curve will be implied by the state-
ment that the fibers of f are finite. Of course, the map f cannot belong to
usual algebraic geometry (no such regular map can exist that is not con-
stant). But there are two remarkable situations (see the discussion below)
when a map f as above can be constructed that belongs to a more general,
‘‘reasonable’’ geometry called in what follows ‘‘$-geometry.’’ In such a
geometry it is still possible to define the tangent map to a map at a point.
An ‘‘infinitesimal MordellLang’’ conjecture would then state that, under
certain non-degeneracy conditions, the map f is a ‘‘local immersion outside
finitely many points,’’ i.e. the set of points on the curve at which the
tangent map to f is not injective is finite.
There are two $-geometries that one can naturally consider.
The first, suited only for problems over function fields, is the Ritt
Kolchin ‘‘differential algebraic geometry’’ (cf. [B6] for an exposition) in
which $ is a derivation on the ground field. Homomorphisms, in this
geometry, from Abelian varieties to additive groups were first constructed
by Manin [Man] and, in a different way, by the author [B1]. In this
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setting an infinitesimal MordellLang was proved in [B3]; such a statement
implies that the fibers of our map f are finite (because in this geometry
local immersions have finite fibers). In this way, a completely elementary,
easy proof of MordellLang for non-hyperelliptic curves over function
fields was obtained; cf. [B3] or [B6] for details.
The second $-geometry that one can consider is an arithmetic analogue
of the RittKolchin geometry, suited for problems over number fields, in
which $ is a ‘‘Fermat quotient’’ type operator; this geometry, and the
analogue of the Manin map, were introduced in [B4].
The aim of this note is to formulate and prove an ‘‘infinitesimal Mordell
Lang’’ in this arithmetic context. Unlike in the ‘‘geometric setting,’’ the
infinitesimal MordellLang does not imply the usual MordellLang (in this
geometry local immersions may have infinite fibers). However, although
the usual MordellLang ‘‘lies deeper’’ than the infinitesimal one, the former
doesn’t imply, nor does predict, the latter.
By the way, a simple proof (with effective bounds) of the Manin
Mumford conjecture (which is the 1=0 case of the MordellLang conjec-
ture and was originally proved, without effective bounds, by Raynaud
[Ray]) was obtained by the author in [B5], using arguments based on
‘‘arithmetic’’ $-geometry.
The plan of this paper is the following. In Section 1 we review the basic
definitions of $-geometry in the arithmetic context following [B4], [B8]
and then we state our main result. Section 2 is devoted to the construction
of $-tangent maps. Section 3 is devoted to the proof of the main results. In
Section 4 we give a couple of examples illustrating our results.
By the way we found that the exposition of the present arithmetic theory
will gain by recalling, and sometimes further developing, in parallel, the
corresponding theory in the geometric case (i.e. in the frame of the Ritt
Kolchin geometry).
One more general remark is in order. There is a different arithmetic
analogue of the RittKolchin geometry, in which derivations of the ground
field are replaced by automorphisms; this is the RittCohn ‘‘difference
geometry’’ [Coh], further developed by Hrushovski and Chatzidakis
[HS], and applied to the Manin-Mumford conjecture by Hrushovski
[Hr2]. Although maps in our arithmetic $-geometry do not induce maps in
difference geometry, tangent maps to maps in our arithmetic $-geometry do
induce maps in difference geometry. However in our $-geometry we have
‘‘less points’’ than in difference geometry and, interestingly, objects that are
not ‘‘locally modular’’ (in the sense of [HS]) in difference geometry may
behave as if they were locally modular in our $-geometry. Consequently,
theorems that are true about tangent maps in arithmetic $-geometry may
cease to be true in difference geometry. This is actually the case with our
main result (Theorem B below).
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1. $-GEOMETRY AND STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULT
We start by reviewing the basic definitions of $-geometry, following
[B4] and [B8] to which we refer for details.
Let p be either 0 or a prime integer. (In what follows we sometimes call
p=0 the geometric case and p>0 the arithmetic case.) Let B be an
A-algebra. If p>0 then by a p-derivation $: A  B we will understand a
map that satisfies the axioms $(1)=0, $(x+ y)=$x+$y+Cp(x, y) and $(xy)
=x p $y+ y p $x+ p $x $y, for all x, y # A, where Cp(X, Y )=(X p+Y p&
(X+Y ) p)p; if p=0 a p-derivation will mean simply a (usual) derivation.
Now we fix a ring R with a p-derivation $ on it and we assume R is
p-adically complete; if p=0 the latter assumption is empty. We also assume
R is a torsion free Z-module; in particular R has characteristic zero. Define
the constant subset of R as R$ :=[r # R | $r=0]; if p=0 then R$ is a sub-
ring whereas if p>0 then R$ is merely closed under multiplication. If p=0
we let C be the category of schemes over R; if p>0 we let C be the
category of formal schemes over R locally obtained by completing a
scheme over R along the subscheme with ideal generated by p. Let X  Y
be a morphism in C. By a p-derivation from OY into the direct image of OX
we understand a map of sheaves of sets which, on any open set of Y is a
p-derivation, and which agrees with the p-derivation on R. By a prolonga-
tion sequence X* we understand a sequence of morphisms in C,
} } }  Xn  X n&1  } } }  X 0 together with a ‘‘compatible’’ (in the obvious
sense) system of p-derivations from OX n&1 to the direct image of OXn . We
denote by C* the category of prolongation sequences with the obvious
morphisms between them. When our formal schemes are affine we will
usually identify them with rings and say ‘‘prolongation sequence of rings’’
instead of prolongation sequence. A basic construction (cf. [B1] for the
geometric case and [B4] for the arithmetic case) attaches to any X in C
a prolongation sequence J*(X ) such that J0(X )&X and such that the
following universality property holds: for any Y* in C* we have a
functorial bijection
HomC(Y0, X )&HomC*(Y*, J*(X)).
The spaces Jn(X ) are called the p-jet spaces of order n of X. They enjoy a
series of remarkable properties which are summarized in the first section of
[B8]; we will later use these properties freely. Let X, Y be objects in C. By
a $-map f: X  Y of order n we will understand any morphism (still
denoted by) f: Jn(X )  Y in C. For any $-map as above and any prolonga-
tion sequence of rings S* one has induced maps (still denoted by)
f: X(S0)  Y(Sn). Using the universality property above one can define the
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composition of a $-map X  Y of order n with a $-map Y  U of order
m; this composition will be a $-map X  U of order n+m.
Now if G is a group object in C then Jn(G ) are also groups objects; if
H is another group object, then a $-map G  H is called a $-homo-
morphism if the defining Jn(G )  H is a homomorphism (equivalently if
G(S0)  H(S n) is a homomorphism for any prolongation sequence of rings
S*). By a $-character one understands a $-homomorphism into G a . (Here
the hat indicates p-adic completion and Ga is the additive group over R.)
More generally, let X, Y be objects in C, let f: X  Y be a $-map of order
m, and let G  X, H  Y be groups in the category of objects in C over
X and Y respectively. A $-map g: G  H of order m is said to lift f if, for
any prolongation sequence of rings S* the map G(S0)  H(S m) lifts, in the
obvious sense, the map X(S0)  Y(S m). If in addition the induced maps
from the fibers of G(S 0)  X(S 0) to the corresponding fibers of H(Sm) 
Y(Sm) are group homomorphisms we say that g is an $-homomorphism
(lifting f ). In case Y=Spf R and H=G a , $-homomorphisms G  G a will
still be called $-characters (of G ).
For any X in C we let TX denote the ‘‘tangent bundle’’ defined here as
the direct limit of the schemes
Spec Symm(0X (Rpn)(Rpn)).
For p=0 this is simply Spec Symm(0XR). Then TX is naturally an object
of C and a group over X. Moreover for any morphism u: Z  X in C we
have
HomX (Z, TX ))&DerR(OX , u*OZ)
For any R-point P # X(R) we can define the TPX, ‘‘tangent space at P,’’ as
the pull-back of TX via P; it is a group object in C.
For X, Y in C and any $-map f: X  Y of order m we will define, in
Section, 2 a $-homomorphism Tf: TX  TY of order m lifting f. We will
call Tf the $-tangent map of f. In particular, for all P # X(R) we have an
induced $-homomorphism TP f: TPX  Tf (P)Y, the $-tangent map at P.
(Note that TP f is not a morphism in C, hence it is not given by a linear
map in general!) In the ‘‘geometric case’’ ( p=0) this construction is due to
Cassidy and Kolchin [Ca], [K]; in the ‘‘arithmetic case’’ ( p>0) we will
make a similar construction, although the additivity of TP f in this case
could be viewed as a surprise for $: R  R itself is not additive.
For most purposes of this paper it is useful to specialize our theory to
the case when R has further properties. Let us say that R is saturated if the
following hold:
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(1) In the geometric case R is a $-closed field [B6, p. 24]. (Recall
that, by definition, this means that, for any polynomials F and G, with
R-coefficients, in variables y, y$, y", ..., with G{0 and G of ‘‘order’’ strictly
less than that of F, there exists : # R such that F(:, $:, $2:, ...)=0 and
G(:, $:, $2, :, ...){0.)
(2) In the arithmetic case R is a complete discrete valuation ring
with maximal ideal generated by p and with algebraically closed residue
field. In this case $ turns out automatically to be defined by the formula
$x=(,(x)&x p)p where ,: R  R is the (unique) lifting of the p-power
Frobenius map of the residue field k.
The advantage of the saturated case is that $-maps can be often identified
with the induced maps at the level of R-points; for instance, if X is smooth
and Y is affine then any two $-maps f, g: X  Y that induce the same maps
X(R)  Y(R) must coincide; cf. [B6, p. 74, Corollary 3.5] for the geometric
case and [B5, p. Lemma 2.12] for the arithmetic case.
If we are in the saturated case then we shall say that a $-map f: X  Y
is injective (surjective) if the induced map f: X(R)  Y(R) is injective
(surjective).
A $-map f: X  Y, in the saturated case, will be called a local $-immer-
sion if TP f: TPX  Tf (P) Y is injective for all P # X(R); it will be called a
local immersion outside finitely many points if TP f is injective for all but
finitely many P # X(R).
The prototype for the results in our paper is the following:
Theorem A [B3]. Assume we are in the geometric, saturated case. Let
XR be a smooth projective curve that does not descend to the constant field
R$. Assume X is non-hyperelliptic, let A be its Jacobian, and let :: X  A be
the AbelJacobi map corresponding to a given point in X(R). Then there
exists an n-tuple =(1 , ..., n) of $-characters i : A  Ga such that for
any surjective $-homomorphism ;: Gna  G
n
a , the composition
f: X w: A w Gna w
;
Gna
is a local $-immersion outside finitely many points.
Remarks. (1) The above statement fails if the hypothesis on X being
non-hyperelliptic is dropped; cf. [B3].
(2) In the geometric, saturated case any $-map (between smooth
varieties) which is a local $-immersion must have finite fibers [B6, p. 58]
so f in Theorem A will have finite fibers which, in its turn, implies that
the MordellLang conjecture holds for X. (To see this one notes that for
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any finitely generated subgroup 1/Rn there exists a surjective $-homo-
morphism Gna  G
n
a that vanishes on 1.) This is, of course, not the general
‘‘MordellLang’’ but rather its ‘‘geometric analogue,’’ since X is supposed
to be not definable over a number field.
Now we turn to the arithmetic, saturated case. We need more terminol-
ogy. Assume #: G ga  G
g
a is a $-homomorphism of order m. As we shall
see in Section 2 any such # must be given, at the level of points by a map
Rg  R g, y [ :
m
i=0
*i ,i ( y)
for some unique g_g matrices *i # glg(R) :=Matg, g(R), where y # R g are
viewed as column vectors. (In the geometric case a similar result, due to
Cassidy [Ca], holds, in which ,i are replaced by $i.) We make the following
definitions:
(1) # is called separable if *0 is invertible (i.e. *0 # GLg(R)).
(2) # is called purely inseparable if *0 is divisible by p (in glg(R)).
(3) # is called non-degenerate if *1 is invertible.
(4) # is called strongly non-degenerate if it is non-degenerate, purely
inseparable, and the matrix
*&11 *0
p
mod p # glg(k)
is not a scalar matrix.
Note that if #, ;: G ga  G
g
a are two $-homomorphisms then:
(i) If ; is separable and # is purely inseparable and non-degenerate
then the composition ;# is purely inseparable and non-degenerate.
(ii) If ; is separable and # is strongly non-degenerate then the
composition ;# is strongly non-degenerate.
(Our terminology involving separability is justified by what happens
when we look at the reduction mod p of our maps.)
Assume we are still in the arithmetic, saturated case and consider an
Abelian scheme AR of relative dimension g, a basis |=(|1 , ..., |g) of the
R-module of global 1-forms, and a g-tuple =(1 , ..., g) of $-characters
i : A  G a of order m. (There is actually a natural way to associate to
the pair (A, |) such a g-tuple  [B9] of order 2 but there will be no
need to assume here that  is this canonical g-tuple.) One can associate to
the data A, |,  a $-homomorphism 4: G ga  G
g
a as follows. Take local
parameters z on A at the zero section 0 # A(R) such that |#dz mod (z)2,
let F # R[[z1 , z2]] g be the formal group law of A with respect to z, and
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let e(z) # R[1p][[z]] be the exponential of F. Then there is a homomorphism
e( pz): G ga  A in C. The composition
4: G ga ww
e( pz) A w G ga
is a $-homomorphism, called in [B4] the PicardFuchs operator associated
to A, |, . (Note that 4 really depends on A, |,  only, i.e., it doesn’t
depend on the choice of z.) We will show below (Lemma 3 in Section 2)
that any PicardFuchs operator 4 as above is automatically purely
inseparable.
By our general discussion of $-homomorphisms it follows that if the
PicardFuchs operator associated to A, |,  is non-degenerate (strongly
non-degenerate respectively), then so is the PicardFuchs operator
associated to A, _|, ; for any invertible matrix _ with coefficients in Zp
and any separable $-homomorphism ;: G ga  G
g
a .
Here is our main result:
Theorem B. Assume we are in the arithmetic, saturated case. Let XR
be a smooth projective curve of genus g defined over Zp . Assume XR has no
non-trivial automorphisms, let AR be its Jacobian, and let :: X  A be the
AbelJacobi map corresponding to a given point in X(Zp). Let =(1 , ...,
g) be a g-tuple of $-characters i : A  G a of order m and let |=(|1 ,
..., |g) be a basis for the global 1- forms on A, defined over Zp . Assume the
PicardFuchs operator 4 associated to A, |,  is strongly non-degenerate.
Then, for any separable $-homomorphism ;: G ga  G
g
a , the composition
f: X w:^ A w G ga w
;
G ga
is a local immersion outside finitely many points.
Remarks. (1) We shall give examples showing that the condition that
4 be strongly non-degenerate cannot be replaced by the condition that 4
be (merely) non-degenerate. Cf. Section 4 where, more importantly, we will
give examples when the Theorem does apply, i.e., examples when 4 is
strongly non-degenerate.
(2) In the arithmetic, saturated case it may happen, as we shall see,
that $-maps that are locally $-immersions have infinite fibers; so Theorem
B does not imply, and actually it is not true, that the function f there has
finite fibers (at the level of R-points).
(3) Since, under the assumptions of Theorem B, the PicardFuchs
operator associated to A, |, ; will still be strongly non-degenerate we
may assume, for the proof of Theorem B, that ; is the identity. We
preferred to state our result with an arbitrary ; because, as in the
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geometric case, one can arrange that ; vanishes on a given set of algebraic
points. More precisely, if 1/R g is a finitely generated subgroup whose
points have coordinates integral over Zp then there exists a separable
$-homomorphism ;: G ga  G
g
a that vanishes on 1; indeed one can take ; of
the form ;( y)=,N( y)& y for some N.
We will also prove the following variant of Theorem B:
Theorem B’. In the situation of Theorem B let us assume that 4=
mi=0 *i ,
i is (merely) non-degenerate (rather than strongly non-degenerate).
Then the composition
f: X w:^ A w G ga
is a local $-immersion outside finitely many points if and only if there is no
+ # R_ such that
pm+,m&1 } } } +,+*i+ } } } + p2+,+*2+ p+*1+*0=0
Theorems B and B’ deal with curves definable over Zp . The next
Theorem deals with curves not definable over Zp . For any smooth projec-
tive curve XR define X,R to be the pull-back of XR via the isomorphism
,: R  R. Note that if X is definable over Zp then X,&X over R, but the
converse is not true. Rather, if Mg denotes the coarse moduli space of
smooth curves of genus g (viewed as a scheme over Zp), then the condition
‘‘X, &X over R’’ implies that the point of Mg(R) corresponding to XR
actually belongs to Mg(Zp); the latter does not imply that XR comes from
a curve over Zp because Mg is not a fine moduli space.
Theorem B’’. Assume we are in the arithmetic, saturated case. Let XR
be a smooth projective curve of genus g, which is not isomorphic to X, over
R. Assume XR is non-hyperelliptic, let AR be its Jacobian, and let :: X  A
be the AbelJacobi map corresponding to a given point in X(R). Let
=(1 , ..., g) be a g-tuple of $-characters i : A  G a and let
|=(|1 , ..., |g) be a basis for the 1- forms on A. Assume the PicardFuchs
operator associated to A, |,  is non-degenerate. Then for any separable
$-homomorphism ;: G ga  G
g
a , the composition
f: X w:^ A w G ga w
;
G ga
is a local immersion outside finitely many points.
In order to apply Theorem B’’ we need to have at our disposal a g-tuple
of $-charracters whose PicardFuchs operator is non-degenerate. The
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following Theorem was proved in [B9, Theorem 6.7] and, under a
‘‘genericity condition’’ supplies precisely such a g-tuple.
Theorem [B9]. Let AR be an Abelian scheme of relative dimension g,
with ordinary reduction, and let qij (A) # 1+ pR be its SerreTate para-
meters, 1i, j, g. Assume det((qij (A)&1)p) # R_. Then there exists a
g-tuple of $-characters on A whose PicardFuchs operator is non-degenerate.
On the other hand, a ‘‘generic’’ Jacobian will always satisfy the condition
det((qij (A)&1)p) # R_, as shown by Proposition D below. To state our
Proposition we need a preparation. Assume we are in the arithmetic
saturated case, so R is the Witt ring on an algebraically closed field k of
characteristic p{2. Set Rn=RpnR. It is well known that the set of
ordinary points in Mg(k) is open and dense [Mi]. Let Ck be an ordinary
curve over k, of genus g. Then by standard deformation theory, Def (Ck , R2),
the set of isomorphism classes of liftings of Ck to R2 , is a torsor under
H1(Ck , TCk k)&H
0(Ck , | 2)D. (Here the D superscript denotes the
k-linear dual.) So Def (Ck , R2) has a natural structure of algebraic variety
over k: it is an affine space over k.
Proposition D. Assume Ck k is an ordinary, non-hyperelliptic curve of
genus g. Then there exists a dense Zariski open set V/Def (Ck , R2) such
that any curve CR whose reduction mod p2 belongs to V has the property
that its Jacobian has SerreTate parameters qij # 1+ pR with
det((qij&1)p) # R_.
Proof. Let Ak be the Jacobian of Ck . By [DO, pp. 119120] Def (Ak , R2),
the set of isomorphism classes of liftings of Ak , together with its polarization,
to R2 , is a torsor under S 2H0(Ck , |)D. Moreover the set map
+: Def (Ck , R2)  Def (Ak , R2)
is equivariant with respect to the k-linear map
+0 : H0(Ck , | 2)D  S2H0(Ck , |)D.
Now Def (Ak , R2) possesses a natural element that corresponds to the
canonical lifting of Ak . This point induces a bijection
Def (Ak , R2)&S2H0(Ck , |)D.
We get a natural map
+1 : Def (Ck , R2)  S2H 0(Ck , |)D.
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Since + is equivariant with respect to +0 we get that Im(+1)=Im(+0)+;
for some ; # S2H0(Ck , |)D. Now, if one is given a basis of H 0(Ck , |) then
S2H 0(Ck , |)D can be naturally identified with the set of symmetric g_g
matrices with entries in k and hence one can consider the set 2/S2H0
(Ck , |)D corresponding to the singular matrices. By the proof of [B2,
Lemma 7.3] Im(+0) contains the scalar matrices c } Ig , c # k, Ig=identity
matrix. Hence Im(+1) will contain all matrices of the form ;+c } Ig . By
taking c to be different from all eigenvalues of ; we see that Im(;1)/3 2,
so V :=Def (Ck , R2)" +&11 (2) is a non-empty Zariski open set. We conclude
by noting that, due to [DO, Remark 1.6 and 2.3], the condition
det((qij&1)p) # R_
for an element x # Def (Ck , R2) is equivalent to the condition +1(x)  2.
2. $-TANGENT MAPS
For the following considerations we don’t need to assume we are in the
saturated case.
For any prolongation sequence of rings S* one can define a new prolonga-
tion sequence S*[=] (where =2=0) as follows. The ring homomorphisms
Sn[=]  S n+1[=] are simply induced by the ring homomorphisms
Sn  Sn+1 and = [ = while the p-derivations $: Sn[=]  S n+1[=] are the
unique p-derivations such that $==0 in the geometric case and $=== in the
arithmetic case.
Let X, Y be objects in C and f: X  Y a $&map of order m. We want
to define its $-tangent map Tf: TX  TY. We may assume that X, Y are
affine for the construction will be obviously functorial and we may ‘‘glue’’
things to get the general case; this will somewhat simplify notations. It will
be clear from the construction that Tf lifts f. We shall then check that Tf
is an $-homomorphism.
Let f be given by a morphism in C (still denoted by) f: Jm(X)  Y, let
S* be a prolongation sequence of rings, and let w # TX(S 0). It will be
sufficient to construct an element Tw # TY(Sm), whose formation is
‘‘functorial’’ in S*. Now w defines an R-algebra homomorphism u: O(X ) 
S0 and an R-derivation : O(X )  S 0, so it defines an R-algebra homo-
morphism u+=: O(X )  S0[=]. By the universality property of p-jet
spaces, u+= induces an R-algebra homomorphism um+=m : O(Jm(X)) 
Sm[=]. Hence we have an R-derivation m : O(Jm(X ))  Sm of um .
Composing with the R-algebra homomorphism f *: O(Y )  O(Jm(X )) we
obtain an R-derivation m b f *: O(Y)  Sm[=] of um b f *. So m defines an
element Tw # TY(Sm). Clearly Tf extends f. Checking that Tf is a
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$-homomorphism requires a computation. We need to check that, for a
given u, the map  [ m is additive. Since O(Xm) is generated as a
topological algebra by $ iO(X), im, it is enough to check that for any
: # O(X ) the map  [ m $ i: is additive. Now
=m $ i:=(um+=m) $ i:&um $ i:=$ i (u:+=:)&$ iu:.
So it is enough to check that, for any s # S0 the map S 0  S m defined by
t [ $ i (s+=t)&$ is, t # S 0
is additive. This is of course trivial if p=0 because $ itself is additive in this
case. Assume p>0. We define inductively a sequence of polynomials
40 , 41 , 42 , ... # Z[ y, y$, ..., z, z$, ...]
by 40=z and
4i+1=,(4i)&( y(i )) p&14i ,
where the polynomial ring above is equipped with the unique p-derivation
that sends y(i ) into y (i+1) and z(i ) into z(i+1), and where , is the ring endo-
morphism on the polynomial ring defined by ,(F )=F p+ p $F. Clearly 4i
is a linear combination of z, ,(z), ..., ,i (z) with coefficients in Z[ y, ..., y(i&1)].
Now we prove by induction on i0 that
$ i (s+=t)&$ is==4i (s, ..., $ i&1s, t, ..., $ it)
This is clear for i=0. Assuming this is true for i and setting *i=4i (s, ...,
$ i&1s, t, ..., $ it) we have
$ i+1(s+=t)&$ i+1s=$(=*i+$ is)&$ i+1s
=$(=*i)+$ i+1s+Cp(=*i , $ is)&$ i+1s
== p $*i+* pi $=+ p($=)($* i)
+$ i+1s&=($ is) p&1 *i&$ i+1s
==[,(*i)&($ is) p&1 *i]
and we are done.
By the construction above we obviously have the natural ‘‘chain rule:’’
T( f b g)=Tf b Tg
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Let us make some ‘‘explicit’’ computations of $-tangent maps. Let
A 1=Spf R[ y]7 be the p-adic completion of the affine line over R and
f: A 1  A 1 a $-map of order m. Then
Jm(A 1)=Spf R[ y, ..., y(m)]7.
Similarly if we write TA 1=Spf R[ y, z]7 then
Jm(TA 1)=Spf S m[ y, ..., y(m), z, ..., z(m)]7.
Now f identifies with a series f # R[ y, ..., y(m)]7 and Tf identifies with the
series Tf # R[ y, ..., y(m), z, ..., z(m)]7 obtained as the coefficient of = in
f ( y+=z, ..., $ m( y+=z))& f ( y, ..., y(m))
If p=0 we deduce the ‘‘expected’’ formula
Tf =
f
y
z+
f
y$
z$+ } } } +
f
y(m)
z(m) .
So, if p=0, we deduce, in particular, that
T \: aiy(i )+=: aiz(i )
if ai # R. In case p>0 we deduce that
Tf =
f
y
40+
f
y$
41+ } } } +
f
y(m)
4m .
In particular, since ,(=)= p=, we deduce that
T \ ai, i ( y)+=: piai, i (z).
On the other hand
T( y(i ))=4 i .
Remark. Assume we are in the arithmetic, saturated case and consider
the $-map f: G a  G a given by f ( y)=,( y)& y. At the level of R-points f
induces a map R  R whose fibers are in bijection with Zp . On the other
hand, at every point, the $-tangent map to f is given by R  R, z [
p,(z)&z which is injective. So f is an example of a $-map which is locally
a $&immersion but which has infinite fibers. Morally Zp is ‘‘discrete’’ in R
in our $-geometry.
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In general, if X, Y are objects in C, smooth over R, then, for any $-map
f: X  Y, the map Tf: TX  TY is given, in coordinates, by formulae
similar to the ones above. Indeed, if X and Y are smooth then TX and TY
are locally of the form G Na _X and G
M
a _Y and we have the following:
Lemma 1. Let X, Y be objects in C, smooth over R, and let f: X  Y be
a $-map of order m. Let F: G Na _X  G
M
a _Y be a $-homomorphism that
lifts f. Then there exist M_N matrices F0 , ..., Fm with coefficients in
O(Jm(X )) such that for any prolongation sequence of rings S* the induced
maps F: (S0)N_X(S 0)  (S m)M_Y(S m) have the form
F( y, x)=\ :
m
i=0
F i (x) , iy, f (x)+
if p>0 and the form
F( y, x)=\ :
m
i=0
F i (x) $ iy, f (x)+
if p=0.
For p=0 this Proposition is essentially due to Cassidy [Ca].
In the statement above
f: X(S 0)  Y(Sm), F i : X(S0)  MatM, N(Sm)
are the induced maps on ‘‘points;’’ also, ,: S r  S r+1 are defined, as usual,
by ,(x)=x p+ p $x. Finally, y is viewed as a column matrix.
Corollary. Assume X, Y are objects in C, smooth over R, of relative
dimensions N and M respectively, and f: X  Y is a $-map of order m.
Then for any P # X(R) and any isomorphisms TPX&G Na , Tf (P) Y&G
M
a
there exist M_N matrices a0 , ..., am with R-coefficients such that the map
g: RN  RM induced by TPf: TPX  Tf (P)Y is given by
y [ :
m
i=0
ai,iy
if p>0 and by
y [ :
m
i=0
ai $ iy
if p=0.
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Proof of Lemma 1. One may assume M=1 and X, Y affine. By the
smoothness hypothesis we have that T m :=O(J m(X )) is a torsion free
Z-module [B8]; in particular, if p>0 then T m/T m[1p]. Now g can be
identified with a series in T m[ y, y$, ..., y (m)]7 which is additive in the sense
that
g( y1+ y2 , $( y1+ y2), ..., $ m( y1+ y2))
= g( y1 , y$1 , ..., y (m)1 )+ g( y2 , y$2 , ..., y
(m)
2 )
If p=0, since $ is additive and T m is a torsion free Z-module, it follows
that the series g is a T m-linear combination of y, ..., y(m). If p>0 we follow
the argument in [B4] (1.9). Let’s recall it: g can be viewed as a power
series in
T m[1p][[ y, y$, ..., y(m)]]=T m[1p][[ y, ,( y), ..., ,m( y)]]
that is additive (in the same sense as above) and, since T m[1p] is a
torsion free Z-module and ,i are additive, it follows that g is a T m[1p]-
linear combination of yi , ,( yi), ..., ,m( yi). It is easy to check that the
coefficients of the combination actually belong to T m and we are done.
We will also need the following:
Lemma 2. Assume we are in the arithmetic, saturated case. Let a0 , ..., am
# glg(R) and consider the map L: R g  R g defined by
L(x)= p(am,m(x)+ } } } +a2,2(x))+a1,(x)+a0x.
Assume a1 # GLg(R). Then there exists { # Matg, d (R), dg, such that { #
Matg, d (k), the reduction of { mod p, has rank d and
Ker(L)=[{c | c # Zdp].
Proof. The map L induces a map L : k g  k g, L (z )=a 1 z p+a 0z , where
upper bars denote ‘‘taking classes mod p.’’ The map L defines a
homomorphism of algebraic groups, still denoted by L : G ga k  G ga k.
Since a 1 is invertible this homomorphism is finite (of degree p g). (Note, by
the way, that L will be separable if and only if a 0 is invertible; on the other
hand, if a 0=0, then L will be purely inseparable.) Since L is finite it is sur-
jective at the level of k-points (because k is algebraically closed). Now
Ker(L ) has cardinality pd for some dg and is, therefore, an Fp-vector
space of dimension d. Take a basis t1 , ..., td of this vector space. Next we
use a Hensel-type argument to lift this basis to a d-tuple {1 , ..., {d of
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elements in Ker(L). Indeed, we first lift each ti to a { (1)i # R
g. Then we con-
struct, by induction on n2, elements { (n)i # R
g such that L({ (n)i ) # p
nR g
and { (n)i &{
(n&1)
i # p
n&1R g as follows. Assuming { (n)i have been constructed
write L({ (n)i )=p
nwi , wi # R g. Since L : k g  k g is surjective there exist
zi # R g such that L (z i)=w i and we set { (n+1)i ={
(n)
i &p
nzi ; this concludes
the Hensel-type argument. Let { be the matrix whose columns are {1 , ..., {d .
Clearly {c # Ker(L) for any c # zdp . Conversely, if z # Ker(L) then z # Ker(L )
so one can write z = gi=1 c 0i { i for some c0i # R, hence z=
g
i=1 c0i {i+pz1 .
Now z1 # Ker(L) and we can repeat the above reasoning; since R is
complete we end up with z being an R-linear combination of {1 , ..., {d .
Finally, assume we are in the arithmetic, saturated case, let AR be an
Abelian scheme of relative dimension g, let |=(|1 , ..., |g) be a basis of the
R-module of global 1-forms and consider a g-tuple =(1 , ..., g) of
$-characters i : A  G a of order m. Let 4(x)=mi=0 *i,
i (x) be the
PicardFuchs operator associated to A, |, . (We do not assume 4 is non-
degenerate!) We want to compute T0 : T0 A  T0G ga =G
g
a , the $-tangent
map of  at the origin. Fix a system of parameters z as in the definition
of the PicardFuchs operator; the system z can be used to identify T0A
with G ga .
Lemma 3. With the notations above 4 is purely inseparable and
T0: T0 A=G ga  T0 G
g
a =G
g
a
is given by
x [ :
m
i=0
pi&1*i , i (x).
Proof. By the chain rule the $-tangent map T04 is given by the
composition
T04: T0 G ga =G
g
a www
T0(e( pz)) T0A=G ga w
T0 T0G ga =G
g
a .
Now, by the explicit computation made before Lemma 1,
(T04)(x)=T0 \ :
m
i=0
*i , i ( y)+ (x)= :
m
i=0
pi*i,i (x).
Since T0(e( pz)) identifies with the multiplication by p, it follows that *0 is
divisible by p and T0  has the desired expression.
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3. PROOF OF THEOREMS B, B’, B’’
In this section we assume we are in the arithmetic, saturated case.
Assume first the hypothesis of Theorem B. As remarked after the state-
ment of Theorem B in Section 1, we may assume ; is the identity.
Since  is a homomorphism, for any point P # A(R) the following two
maps coincide
A w

G ga ww
t(P) G ga
A w
tP A w

G ga ,
where tP , t(P) are the translations by P and (P) respectively. Taking
$-tangent maps we get that the following two maps coincide:
T0A ww
T0 T0G ga ww
T0t(P) T(P) G ga
T0A ww
T0tP TPA ww
TP T(P)G ga .
Viewing the AbelJacobi map X  A as an inclusion we conclude that, for
P # X(R),
Ker(TP f: (TPX)(R)/(TPA)(R) ww
TP (T(P)G ga ))(R)){0
if and only if
(T0 tP)&1 ((TPX )(R)) & Ker(T0 : (T0 A)(R)  (T0 G ga )(R)){0.
As in Lemma 3 above we choose a system of parameters z for A at 0, com-
patible with | and we identify T0A with G ga using z. By Lemma 2 and
Lemma 3 there exists { # Matg, d (R), dg such that { # Matg, d (k) has rank
d and such that
Ker(T0 : R g  R g)=[{c | c # Zdp].
Consider then the Gauss map
#: X  P(T0A)=P g&1.
This map coincides with the canonical map of X and, at the level of points,
it sends each point P # X(R) into the line (T0 tP)&1 (TPX ). Since X has
no automorphisms, X is in particular non-hyperelliptic, so # is a closed
embedding. Let us denote by Y the image #(X )/P g&1. Let CY/G ga be
the cone over Y. For each P # X(R) denote by ray(P)/(CY )(R) the line
corresponding to #(P).
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Let us make the remark that the map f in Theorem B is locally a
$-immersion outside finitely many points if and only if the set of points
P # X(R) such that
(V) ray(P) & [{c | c # Zdp]{0
is finite.
Since X (and the AbelJacobi map to A) are defined over Zp we may
assume Y is defined in P g&1 by homogeneous equations g:(x)=0 with
coefficients in Zp hence CY will be defined in G ga by the same equations.
At this point consider any matrix _ # GLg(R) whose left g_d block is {.
If P # X(R) is such that (V) holds then there exists c # Z gp , c{0 such that
#(P) has coordinates _c and g:(_c)=0 for all :. Let Y_ /P g&1 be the
curve defined by the equations g:(_x)=0. Then Y_ is isomorphic to Y
(hence with X ) and c defines a point on Y_ . On the other hand we have
0=,(g:(_c))= g:(_,c).
So if Y_ , /P g&1 denotes the curve defined by the equations g:(_,x)=0
then we see that c defines a point on the curve Y_ , as well.
If we assume there are infinitely many points P satisfying (V) it follows
that there are infinitely many points in P g&1 defined by c’s as above. So the
curves Y_ and Y_, must coincide. Now if ! is a geometric point of Y (with
coordinates in some algebraically closed field containing R) then g:(!)=0
hence g:(__&1!)=0 hence _&1! gives a point on Y_ , hence a point on Y_ , .
So g:(_,_&1!)=0, hence _,_&1! gives a point on Y. In other words the
projective transformation of P g&1 given by the map x [ _,_&1x sends Y
into itself. Since X (and hence Y ) has no non-trivial isomorphism it follows
that x [ _,_&1x is the identity on Y. Since Y is not contained in any
hyperplane it follows that x [ _,_&1x is the identity on P g&1. Hence the
matrix _,_&1 is a scalar matrix, say it is the identity times +, for some
+ # R_.
This conclusion holds for any _ # GLg(R) whose left g_d block is {.
Claim. d= g; hence {=_.
Indeed, note that d>0. Assume d<g, and choose _(1) # GLg(R) any
matrix whose left g_d block is {. Now pick u # pR, u  Zp and replace the
gth column of _(1) by the the g th column plus u times the first column and
call _(2) the resulting matrix. Obviously _(2) # GLg(R) has its left g_d
block equal to {. By what we just proved we have (_(i )),=+ (i )_(i ), for
+(i ) # R_, i=1, 2. Since the first column of _(1) is the same as the
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first column of _(2), namely {1 , it follows that +(1)=+(2)=+, {,1=+{1 .
We get
(_ (2)g )
,=(_ (1)g +u{1)
,=(_ (1)g )
,+u,({1),=+_ (1)g +u
,+{1=+(_ (1)g +u
,{1).
On the other hand
(_ (2)g )
,=+_ (2)g =+(_
(1)
g +u{1).
It follows that u,=u, a contradiction. Our Claim is proved.
Going back to our proof, we have {,=+{, {,2=+,+{, etc. Multiplying
(VV) :
m
i=0
pi*i{,
i
=0
by {&1 to the right we get the relation
(VVV) pm+,m&1 } } } +,+* i+ } } } + p2+,+*2+ p+*1+*0=0.
In particular it follows that the matrix
*&11 *0
p
mod p
is scalar, a contradiction.
Theorem B is completely proved. We actually also proved the ‘‘if ’’ part
of the conclusion in Theorem B’. To prove the ‘‘only if ’’ part let us assume
the hypothesis of Theorem B’ and assume we can find an + # R_ such that
(VVV) holds. Then one can find, by a Hensel-type argument, an element
{0 # R_ such that {,0 {
&1
0 =+. Let { # GLg(R) be {0 times the identity
matrix. Then { satisfies (VV). So this { can be taken as the { in Lemma 2
and hence in (V). Since { is a scalar matrix, for any c # Z gp with g:(c)=0
we get g:({c)=0; since Y has infinitely many Zp-points we get infinitely
many P ’s satisfying (V). This completes the proof of Theorem B’.
Let us assume now the hypothesis of Theorem B’’. We will briefly
indicate how to modify the above proof in order to get a proof of Theorem
B’’. Again we may assume ; is the identity. Let {, #, Y, g: , _ be defined as
in the proof of Theorem B. (This time, the coefficients of g: will not all lie
in Zp .) Assume there are infinitely many P’s such that relation (V) in the
proof above holds. The there exist infinitely many points in P g&1 with
coordinates c # Z gp such that g:(_c)=0. We get
0=,(g:(_c))= g,:(_
,c),
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where g,: is obtained from g: by applying , to the coefficients. Hence c lies
on the curve Y ,_ , defined by the equations g
,
:(_
,x)=0. Consequently Y ,_ ,
must coincide with the curve Y_ defined by g:(_x)=0. Now let ! be a
geometric point of Y, hence g:(!)=0. It follows that g:(__&1!)=0, hence
_&1! defines a point of Y_ , hence a point of Y ,_ , . So g
,
:(_
,_&1!)=0. It
follows that _,_&1! defines a point of the curve Y ,, where Y , is defined by
g,:(x)=0. Hence ! [ _
,_&1! defines an R-isomorphism Y&Y ,. This
implies that there is an R-isomorphism X&X,, a contradiction. Theorem
B’’ is proved.
4. EXAMPLES
In this section we provide two examples illustrating Theorems B and B’.
We need to recall one of the results in [B7]. Assume we are in the
arithmetic, saturated case and let ER be an elliptic curve (i.e. an Abelian
scheme of relative dimension 1) that descends to Zp , hence E&EZp R
for an elliptic curve EZp . Let | be an invertible 1-form on E defined over
Zp , let E0=EFp be the special fiber, and let ap be the integer defined by
card(E0(Fp))=1&ap+ p.
(So ap is the trace of Frobenius on E0 .) Then we proved in [B7, Theorem
(1.10)] the following:
Fact. If E0 is ordinary and E is without complex multiplication, then
there exists a $-character : E  G a of order 2 such that the PicardFuchs
operator associated to E, |,  has the form
4=,2&ap ,+ p.
Now let E1 , E2 , E3 be elliptic curves over Q, assumed without complex
multiplication, and denote by B the product E1_E2 _E3 . Also, let |i be
an invertible 1-form on Ei , for i=1, 2, 3.
Recall the following two (trivial) facts about A3 , the coarse moduli space
of principally polarized Abelian varieties of dimension 3:
(1) The locus of all points in A3(Q ) corresponding to Jacobians of
curves X of genus 3, with Aut(X )=1, contains a Zariski open set.
(2) For any point P0 # A3(Q ), the locus of all points P # A3(Q ) such
that the Abelian varieties corresponding to P and P0 are isogenous over Q
is Zariski dense.
It follows that there exists a curve X of genus 3, defined over a number
field K, with AutQ (X )=1, whose Jacobian A is isogenous to B over K. We
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may assume K is Galois over Q. There exists a finite set S of rational
primes such that, if 7 is the set of all primes of K lying above the primes
in S, then X, A, B have smooth projective models over the ring OK, 7 of
7-integers of K, and the isogeny A  B as well as the AbelJacobi map
X  A, and the 1-forms |i , are all defined over OK, 7 . Let T be the set of
all rational primes that split completely in K. For each rational prime
p # T"S and each prime of K lying over p, the morphisms X  A  B
induce morphisms over Zp , and hence over R. The triple of forms |=(|1 ,
|2 , |3) on B defines a triple of 1-forms on A defined over Zp , still denoted
by |. For any p # T"S, let ap(Ei) be the trace of Frobenius on the reduc-
tion mod p of Ei . By the Fact above we can find a triple =(1 , 2 , 3)
of $-characters of B, and hence of A, such that the PicardFuchs operator
4 associated to A, |,  has the form
4=I } ,2&D } ,+ p } I,
where I is the identity 3_3 matrix, and D is the diagonal matrix whose
diagonal entries are
ap(E1), ap(E2), ap(E3).
Now we shall examine, separately, the following two situations:
(i) E2 is not isogenous over Q to a Q-form of E1 .
(ii) E1=E2=E3 .
Let us assume we are in situation (i). A multiplicity one result due to
Rajan [Raj] (which builds upon previous work of Murty and Rajan
[MR] and which, as remarked in [Raj], also follows from previous results
of Serre [Se2, Lemma 7], [Se1, Theorem 10]), guarantees that, under the
assumption (i), the set of rational primes
[ p  S | ap(E1)#ap(E2) mod p]
cannot contain a set of primes of positive density. (Here ‘‘density’’ always
refers to ‘‘natural density’’.) Since Ei are without complex multiplication,
the sets
[ p  S | ap(Ei)#0 mod p]
have density zero. Since T has positive density, it follows that there are
infinitely rational primes p such that
p # T"S
ap(E1)ap(E2) mod p
ap(Ei)0 mod p
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for i=1, 2, 3. For any such p, the curve X (viewed as curve over Zp , and
hence over R) together with the triple | and the triple  satisfy the
hypothesis of Theorem B and provide an example where the map f in that
Theorem is a local $-immersion outside finitely many points. (Indeed,
D mod p is an invertible, non-scalar matrix in this case.)
Let us examine situation (ii). As above (except here we do not need to
use Rajan’s result) we can find infinitely many p’s such that
*p :=ap(E1)0 mod p.
For any such p, the curve X (viewed as curve over Zp , and hence over R)
together with the triple | and the triple  satisfy the hypothesis of
Theorem B’ and provide an example where the map f in Theorem B’ is not
a local $-immersion outside finitely many points. (Indeed, the equation
p2+,+& p+*p+ p=0
is easily seen, by a Hensel-type argument, to have a solution + # R_.)
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